l:t\t three terms as the "inverse Filter" portion of the control
Intrlition ~uight suggest. to the rontrav. that, terms vhich do not contril)lltr to in\tability ollght, not t o be cancrlled: if inveme f'iltrring ic rountrnanced. it should be :IS clowly matcbrd to the \t;1hIr p;Irt of t h e pi;mt, as possible. T h e central result of this r::~prr, prc\cntrtl in Section 3. is the tlenonztration [hat system ( I ) c a n be itahilized I; ? Linenr state feedhark in t h p a l w n c e of the gr;i\-it:ltional term of the vector field, k(0). In consequence. a new algorithm which incorporates the moment of inertia and roriolis matrices in the prerompensating "inverse filter" rather than "pole placement" portion of the strategy. is shown, in Section 3, t>o drive 0 a n d tolrard arbitrary reference trajectories. This arrangement hrgin5 to EuggeGt the sort of reference models whose output might specify "natural motion."
Notation and Preliminary Results
To aid the exposition of the main reslr!t. it. is worth pausing to review the derivation of (1) where I is the nl X nl identity matrix. and 0 is the n2 X n1 zero matrix. If A E R" x then its representation in R"" formed by "stacking' each column below the previous -Bellman's "stack'
oprrator [z] -will be denoted AS. If A is an n X m array, and B is a p x q array then their Kronecker Product is defined as the UP X m q array
where b is a constant vector in Rm. then it mag be s h o x n that \\here In denotes the n X n it1entit.y matrix.
To deri\-e (1) we will use the Lagrange formulation of the dynamical equations.
If B is a vector of generalized coordinates. with deriratires: w j then it can be shown that the t.otal kinetic energy of the robot arm is given by 
P -Expression (3) may thus be re-written as
where J is a skew-symmetric matrix for all w and 8. In other words. B. the coriolis and centripetal force term in (1) may be written as t.he sum of the time derivative of the positive definite symmetric moment of inertia matrix,M, and a skew-symmetric matrix, J.
A Simpler Stabilizing Feedback Strategy
It is now pvsible to show that in the absence of gravity, and F~l t~l r e researrh ma! reveal terms in the gravitational part of the vector field of ( 1 ) . k , to be harmless from the point of view of st;Ihility. Thic would afford a still simpler version of r p . .
A New Algorithm
The strateg-of rPI -pole placement preceded by inl-erye filtering of the pole-placed system -may be imitated in light of Theorem 1 b,v the follouing feedback algorithm:
The reader will notice that a portion of this expression exactly matches rp while t h e remaining terms involving the reference cignals consritute the "inl-erse filter" of system (1) 
